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HOW TO CONTRIBUTE TO GBW LINES
Written material is best submitted by email or by USPS on
a disk. This does NOT mean that type or hand written
material is not welcome, all material is welcome. Typed
material can be scanned into an editable document.
Should you chose to send a handwritten item, please
remember that the editor (the old, weak-eyed, hunt and
pecking editor) must key it into a document. Please keep
such material short and readable.
Photographs, drawings, maps, etc. may be submitted
by email or disk. I can accept most formats but prefer tif or
jpeg files. I can also use Photoshop (psd) or Corel
PHOTO-PAINT (cpt) and Acrobat (pdf) files. Use as high a
resolution as you can, keeping file size in mind. The higher
the resolution the better the reproduction in print will be.
Use at least 150 if possible. Please refrain from using
bitmaps as they are huge and not easily edited. You may
send the original photos or other item to me for scanning
and I will return them using my stamp. If you have
questions on format or anything else regarding material
you wish to submit contact me by email, phone, letter,
smoke signal or whatever and I will be happy to assist
you.
-John Hagen, Editor
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Fellow GBWHS Members,
I would like to thank all of those members, who have
once again taken the opportunity to renew their
membership in the historical society with “Big Ability.” I
would like to also take the opportunity to welcome you to
Volume 3 of the Green Bay & Western Lines newsletter!
This publication would not be possible without the hard
work of our Editor John Hagen and our Membership
Director Randy Jacques. These two have done a
tremendous job putting together this latest issue, and their
service to the society is greatly appreciated. In the coming
year the GBWHS will be working hard to produce the long
awaited Standards Book, a project that would not be
possible without the generosity of GBWHS board member
Ross Rossier, Ross has lent many rare documents that will
be featured by the society in coming issues and special
publications. The remainder of the board, Andy Laurent,
Mark Mathu, and Bob Hainstock are credited with working
hard to produce yet another special run car for the Society
and many ideas are being tossed around. Please contact
Bob, Andy, Mark or myself with your thoughts on what kind
of car you would like to see produced out of those either
commercially available or easily produced in a reasonable
quantity. All our emails are on the masthead. I would like to
thank Chris Lehner for his efforts with outreach to local
municipalities on the east end of the railroad. Chris assisted
two centennial committees in procuring the needed
information for their projects. Thanks Chris for representing
the society in its ongoing educational efforts.
Finally, I would like to announce a special presentation
Andy Laurent along with member Kevin Johnson and Mr.
Doug McGee are working on. Be sure to plan for the 2010
annual meeting as a DVD project will be previewed
featuring slides of the GBW taken from the “ROAMER” by
the McGee Family. The DVD and a related booklet will be
available for purchase featuring these never before seen
images, and let me be the first to say, you will be blown
away by the quality and the historical value of these
images. Just looking at the picture of Luxemburg, I
observed at least 10 things I never knew existed, nor did
the others previewing this image!!! It is an annual meeting
you do NOT want to MISS. Don’t forget to subscribe to the
GBWHS Yahoo Group. www.groups.yahoo.com/group/
gbwhs or send me an email at president@gbwhs.org and I
can get you the needed information. Remember this is
YOUR society, make it great!
-Jesse Fameree
Front Cover
Inset: RS-2s 301 and 303 lead a Michigan Interstate
Railway southbound at SAN switch, September 7, 1980.
Bill Clynes Photo
Top: #251 has just been renumbered from #51 on July 25,
1937, and bears the new Green Bay Route herald. Photo:
Roy Campbell Collection, courtesy Merrill Publishing
Bottom: GB&W Caboose #605 as it would have looked
after it received its new underframe in 1949.
Original Computer Drawing by John Hagen

ANNIE’S MICHIGAN INTERSTATE
ALCO RS-2 LOCOMOTIVES
HUGH HORNSTEIN
THIS ARTICLE WAS ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN THE “DOUBLE A” NEWSLETTER OF THE
ANN ARBOR RAILROAD TECHNICAL AND HISTORICAL SOCIETY
PRESENTED HERE WITH THEIR PERMISSION
INTRODUCTION
By 1979, the Michigan Interstate Railway Company
was in its second year of operating the bankrupt Ann Arbor
Railroad. Traffic was growing, and the company began a
search for more power. The road enjoyed good luck with
its RS-1 locomotives from Alco, but these units were
relatively light and produced only 1000 horsepower.
Management felt the RS-2 at 1500 horsepower or the RS3 at 1600 horsepower would serve the road better than
additional RS-1s. While a fair number of RS-1 units were
available in the used locomotive market by this time, far
fewer RS-2s and RS-3s were for sale. Fortunately for the
Michigan Interstate, the Green Bay and Western was in
the process of acquiring a fleet of secondhand 2400
horsepower Century 424 units from several eastern
railroads for its increased traffic demands and was parting
with its RS-2 fleet.

THE GREEN BAY AND WESTERN RS-2S
During the steam era, the Green Bay and Western had
repeatedly gone to Alco for its steam locomotives, and so
as the line began replacing its steamers, it was logical that
it should return to Alco for the company’s diesels. In
October of 1938, the Green Bay and Western purchased
its first diesel, a 600 horsepower Alco HH-600 (BN:
69085), numbering it 101. Finding it to their liking, in
January of 1941 the railroad again turned to Alco for the
purchase of an S-1 (BN: 69403), another 600 horsepower
unit, for their subsidiary Kewaunee, Green Bay and
Western; its number was to be 103.
Although both Stan Mailer’s and Ray and Ellen Specht’s
histories of the Green Bay and Western are silent on the
matter, it would appear that the railroad sought another S-1
for itself and had set aside the number ‘102’ for that unit.
Unfortunately, the conflicts in Europe and Asia increasingly
involved the United States, and the demands of the military
for railroad power prevented the Green Bay and Western
from receiving their 102 until after the war was over.
World War II both “proved” the advantages of the diesel
beyond any doubt and also taxed the road’s steam power
to the point that, by the time the conflict was over, most of
the steamers were ready for the scrap heap. Since there
was a tremendous pent-up demand for diesels, many of
the smaller roads such as the Green Bay Route had to wait
several years before they were able to purchase additional
diesels. In 1949, it finally acquired its 102. The next year
they received four RS-2 units and in 1951 two RS-3 units.

Our interest here is with the four RS-2s, two of which were
to come to the Annie. The Green Bay numbered their RS-2
units 301 through 304 (builder’s numbers were,
respectively, 77914 through 77917.) As a result of these
acquisitions, all steam was off the roster by 1952.
Fast forward twenty-five years. By the late seventies,
the Green Bay Route was well into second generation
power and many of the earlier units were past their prime.
The road began selling the early units, if possible, or
scrapping them.

THE MICHIGAN INTERSTATE ERA
The 1960s and 1970s were decades of rapid and
radical changes in the railroad industry. Merger mania
swept the industry as it struggled to survive. Many of the
smaller roads either fell under the control of larger roads or
were abandoned. The Ann Arbor was not immune to the
changes in the industry. After years of ownership by the
Wabash Railroad, itself largely owned by the Pennsylvania
Railroad, the Annie was sold to the Detroit, Toledo and
Ironton. The reason for the sale was that the Pennsylvania
and the New York Central were merging to become the
Penn Central, but the Interstate Commerce Commission
would not allow the Wabash to become part of Penn
Central. The Norfolk and Western wanted the Wabash
with its traffic and routes but it did not want the Annie.
Thus, the Wabash was sold to the Norfolk and Western,
and the Annie was unloaded onto the Detroit, Toledo and
Ironton.
Annie’s Upper Peninsula subsidiary, the Manistique
and Lake Superior, was abandoned in 1968. Two years
later, the Interstate Commerce Commission allowed the
Annie to discontinue her Frankfort to Menominee carferry
route. In 1973 the Ann Arbor declared bankruptcy, and on
April 1, 1976, the company ceased to exist. Conrail, the
successor to the Penn Central, took over operation of the
property on that date. The State of Michigan then
purchased the railroad, lock, stock and barrel (or track,
cars and locomotives, if you will) from the Detroit, Toledo
and Ironton and arranged for it to be operated by the
Michigan Interstate Railway Company under lease.
The Interstate era was marked by the termination of the
remaining Lake Michigan carferry operations but (were
offset by) a significant increase in traffic in the Lower
Peninsula. In fact, traffic levels were such that Michigan
Interstate needed additional power. It was unable, for a
variety of reasons, to purchase new power and so looked
to the used locomotive market.
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Neil Wood photograph, Hugh Hornstein collection
Above: GB&W #301 with the original GBW paint scheme. Green Bay, September of 1967. Below: GBW #303 with the
simplified paint scheme. Green Bay, May of 1969.
Photo: Hugh Hornstein
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Seller, meet buyer (indirectly)! The Green Bay was
disposing of some of its smaller units and Railroad
Builders, Inc. of Navaho, Arizona, purchased the 301 in
October of 1977 and the 303 in January of 1978 and
both were lettered for that company. [302 was scrapped
by the GBW in September of 1976 and the 304 was sold
to the Michigan Northern, as their #1501, in October of
1976.] The Michigan Interstate needed 1500-2000
horsepower locomotives, the price was apparently right,
and a deal was made with Railroad Builders in 1979 to
acquire the two ex GBW units. The units were actually
purchased by the State of Michigan for the railroad.
They carried appropriate markings on each side of the
short hood: “Michigan Interstate Railway Company
Operator”. Based on the pictures this author has seen,
the units were most often paired and apparently
operated primarily between Toledo and Owosso.
After less than a decade of operation, Michigan
Interstate became involved in a dispute with the State of
Michigan over the terms and payments due the railroad.
The line was subsequently divided between the
Michigan Northern Railroad, the Tuscola and Saginaw
Bay Railroad (TSBY), and a new Ann Arbor Railroad. In
1984 TSBY took over the portion operated by the
Michigan Northern and became the sole operator of Ann
Arbor track north of the City of Ann Arbor. The new Ann
Arbor Company acquired the tracks south of the city.
The RS-2s were passed on to the TSBY and remained
in operation until about 1990. No evidence has been
found that either of the RS-2 units was ever repainted
into the TSBY black and yellow livery.

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN RAILROAD
SOCIETY ERA
In 1990 the two units were sold to the Southern
Michigan Railway Society and moved to the southern
part of the state. The SMRS had been founded in
1985 by three members of the Lenawee Model
Railroader’s Association to preserve the Clinton
Branch which was being put up for abandonment by
Penn Central. The Clinton Branch was a portion of a
line which had originally been built by predecessors of
the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern as an
extension from Lenawee Junction to Jackson.
At some time during their sojourn on the SMRS,
303 was repainted into New York Central livery and
renumbered 8203, which was a correct number for a
NYC RS-2. Engine 301 remained in Ann Arbor livery.
During this period, the ownership of the two units
becomes somewhat murky. It is speculated that 303
was acquired by a private individual and that
individual was responsible for the repainting of the
unit. But it has also been suggested that it was 301
that was sold to a private individual and that 303 was
retained by SMRS. Allegedly, 303 was repainted by
them with the intention of using it on a passenger train
on a portion of the Clinton Branch. Further adding to
the confusion is the fact that the SMRS web site,
copyrighted 2002, lists the 301 as one of their units
and does not list the 303. By the fall of that year,

however, both units were the property of a private
party who was to dispose of them.
In any case, your author has pictures of both units
taken in the fall of 2001. Engine 301 was photographed on the outskirts of Adrian, still in DTI/Michigan
Interstate orange but now decrepit and heavily
graffitied. Engine 303, in somewhat better condition,
was sitting in a rural field between Adrian and
Blissfield in NYC livery.

SOO LINE HISTORICAL AND TECHNICAL
SOCIETY ERA
On January 22, 2002, the Soo Line Historical and
Technical Society, on behalf of its Duluth South Shore
and Atlantic Railway Division, purchased a former
DSS&A RS-1, 101, from the Consolidated Grain and
Barge Company. The engine was operable and cost
only $1000, but would have to be moved north from
Illinois. After restoration to its original appearance, it
would be placed at the Lake Superior Transportation
Museum and used on excursion trains operating out of
Duluth.
The move north posed a potentially expensive
challenge. The RS-1 still mounted its 1945 vintage
friction bearing trucks, and when thus equipped, could
not be interchanged between railroads. Enter 301 and
303. Upon investigation, it was found that the exGreen Bay, ex-Michigan Interstate units had roller
bearing trucks which could be swapped onto 101.
Consequently, the SLH&TS approached their current
owner, hoping to purchase one of the locomotives.
However, the seller insisted on both or none, and so
both units changed hands again. Some maintenance
was necessary before they could be moved to
Minnesota, and this work was done by the Adrian and
Blissfield Railroad at their Adrian shops. The units
were then sent to Duluth and stored on the property of
the Lake Superior Transportation Museum. For the
trip, the Canadian National required the units, for
accounting purposes, to carry reporting marks.
Engine 301 carried reporting mark and number “GOLD
301,” and 303 was listed as “MRAX1501”. No
reporting mark “GOLD” has been identified; “MRAX” is
the reporting mark for Mineral Range, Inc., of
Hancock, Michigan.
Precisely which trucks were swapped onto the
various locomotives and at what time is not
completely clear. It was determined that best two RS2 trucks would be used for 101. One of these was
found on 301 and the other on 303. In August of
2003, RS-1 101 arrived in Duluth, presumably on this
set of trucks. Cosmetic restoration followed, and once
in Duluth South Shore and Atlantic paint, the
locomotive was displayed to promote donations.
Significant bills had been accrued in bringing the three
units to Duluth. Funding lagged, and as a result it was
2006 before adequate funds were obtained to lease
the equipment for lifting the units to restore 101’s
original trucks. In the interim, 301 was stored on the
friction bearing trucks and 303 retained the two
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Ann Arbor 303 paired
with 301 (in the
background) at
Toledo, Ohio, August
1980.

Dennis Schmidt
collection, courtesy
of Hugh Hornstein

Repainted into a
simulated New York
Central livery, 303 is
already showing
significant neglect.
Photographed in a
field between Adrian
and Blissfield,
October 2001.

Hugh Hornstein

remaining roller bearing trucks. Ultimately 301 was
sold, reportedly to the Mineral Range Railroad. [The
Mineral Range Railroad is a very short industrial road
operating near Ishpeming, Michigan. It is a subsidiary
of Mineral Range, Inc. — ed.] However, an internet
search for information on the 301 failed to find it listed
on the railroad’s roster. Engine 303 was stripped of all
useful parts by the Soo Line Historical and Technical
Society. Some were kept by the group as spares and
some were sold. The remainder of the locomotive was
sold for scrap.
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Corrections and additions to the article
on the RS-2 locomotives
Clint Jones, Jr., the President of Mineral Range Inc., on
October 14, 2008, via e-mail, provided additional
information as well as a number of corrections to the
above article. I quote the significant parts of his letter:
“AA (GBW) 303 is the surviving RS-2, NOT the 301 as
your article states. The #301 was parted out, not the #303.
This was because vandals set the #301 cab on fire, which
burned much of the high voltage (Continued on page 11)

Bill Clynes
Above: The Michigan Interstate Railway’s pair of former Green Bay and Western RS-2s set out a string of leased 600
series grain hoppers at the Cohocta, Michigan elevator, September 1980.
Ann Arbor 301, still in Michigan
Interstate orange and wearing
GOLD” reporting marks, sits outside
the Lake Superior Railroad Museum
in July of 2005. Locomotive is
temporarily resting on friction bearing
trucks which will ultimately be
reinstalled on DSS&A 101.

Ann Arbor 303, in deteriorating NYC
black paint but now wearing “MRAX”
reporting marks and carrying # 1501,
also sitting outside of the Lake
Superior Railroad Museum in Duluth,
Minnesota, January 2006. At time of
this GBWHS publication it is reported
to be at the WSOR shops in Horicon,
Wisconsin.
Hugh Hornstein Photos
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REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION MODEL RAILROADER MAGAZINE
ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN FEBRUARY 1955

By 1948 the last of these graceful Moguls
were scrapped. They had spent their lives
Chiefly as freight haulers, first on time
freights, then on way freights and mixed
trains. Finally branch line service and retirement. Just before scrapping, about
1945 or 1946, Green Bay & Western used
them to haul inspection trains, or “Presidents’ specials,” as they were called. The
train usually consisted of a wood baggage
car, wood coach and a steel business car.
On the straight runs between Wisconsin
Rapids and Merrillan they often attained
speeds of 70 m.p.h. Not bad considering
those little drivers. Modeling this loco
would be fairly easy. Mantua’s Mogul has
the same general proportions. A close
approximation could be made by combining a new cab and cylinder saddle with
the rest of the kit. Naturally; a
tender with raised sides would be used
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Ann Arbor RS-2s 301 and 303 head south with mixed freight along Oak Grove Road after dropping grain hoppers at the Cohocta elevator, September 7, 1980.
— Bill Clynes

On a crisp, snowy
December 3, 1979, 301
awaits duty near SAN at
the east end of the
Owosso Yard.

Photo Bill Clynes

A badly neglected Ann
Arbor 301 shortly after
being acquired by the
Southern
Michigan
Railway
Society.
Photographed
near
Adrian , October of 2001.

Photo Hugh Hornstein
(Continued from page 6) cabinet wiring up and would have
required rewiring the #301 to make it operable again.
Plus, #303 was the better unit of the two, for a variety of
reasons.”
“We applied our MRAX marks to the #303 at Duluth
when we acquired the unit, not before. Both units moved
as GOLD 301 and GOLD 303 to Duluth.”
“We renumbered the #303 to MRAX 1501. It is
presently stored in Wisconsin. “We retained much material
off of the #301, including Alco engine/generator, (along
with) considerable other parts.”
“My Company, Mineral Range, Inc. has not provided
switching services at Ishpeming for over (5) years now, (it
was subsequently) sold to a successor operator.”
“I enjoyed seeing the RS-2 units paired up and in Ann
Arbor RR revenue service …”
“Best Wishes, Clint Jones, Jr., Pres., Mineral Range, Inc.”
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COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. REPRODUCTIONS
MAY BE MADE FOR NON-COMMERCIAL

DRAWN BY JOHN HAGEN FROM PHOTOS AND
MEASUREMENTS OF CAR #605

PURPOSES ONLY

To convert to your scale copy at the following
“N”
= 40.00%
“HO” = 73.49%
“O”
= 133.33%

9.742

11.500
OUTLINE OF BAY AS VIEWED FROM TOP

BAY WINDOW AS VIEWED
FROM STRAIGHT ON

OUTSIDE CORNER OF BAY
INSIDE CORNER OF BAY
ADJACENT TO WOOD BODY
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Scale 3/16” = 12” - Full size for “S” Scale

GREEN BAY & WESTERN’S CABOOSE FLEET
START OF A SERIES
The Green Bay & Western ran caboose’s on all their
trains right up to the end. So when the last train pulled into
Wisconsin Rapids on August 28, 1993, there was a
caboose tied to the end. When that last Number One
rolled across its last threshold, one of time not location, at

12:01 a.m., and it became the first Fox Valley & Western
train for its final five hours and fifty-four minutes, the end of
the caboose in central Wisconsin had begun. End of the
train, end of the line for the GB&W and end of an era were
all embodied in that one caboose.
605 slowly returning to the earth in the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Alone in a
field where it ended up after its service
on the Copper Range Railroad. These
photos were taken in 2008 and the
deterioration is nearing terminal. As you
are reading this it is very possible it has
been removed for scrap.

Photo: Jesse Fameree
Sheet metal flags signify the end of a
train, of the 605, of caboose’s in general
and of the Green Bay & Western. It ain’t
right, but there it is.

Only through the efforts of the members
of the GBWHS will the GB&W’s history
be preserved.

Photo: Bob Hainstock

And Now a bit of Caboose History
So now I am attempting to do a little in depth study of
the GB&W caboose’s. Or is it cabeese? For the purpose
of this article, they are cabs. With my fat, arthritic fingers
the less letters the better.
Well, so what do I say that hasn’t been published in
Stan Mailer’s bible GREEN BAY & WESTERN: THE FIRST 111
YEARS. Or the great on-line reference, Mark Mathu’s web
site, “greenbayroute.com”? Well, probably not much other
than the fact that I have done a lot of interpolating of the
data from these and other sources including a collection of
very helpful AFE’s that now resides in our archives
courtesy of Bob Hainstock. This will be an on-going project
because, there is always new information to be found (I

hope) and found it shall be.
This installment will deal with what I consider the icon
of the GB&W’s cabs, those wonderful wood bodied bay
window cars that were their most common cabs from the
thirties through the middle sixties. These cabs spanned
the steam to diesel transition era, covering the most
popular railroad modeling era, post WWll to the late
sixties.
These cabs consisted of numbers 602, 603, 604, 605,
607, 608, 609, 611, and KGB&W 630 & 631. They were
originally cupola cabs obtained second hand from the
Great Northern (the most common source I have heard or
read about) and others, quite likely including the Northern
Pacific (which I have also read or heard). While there may
have been some from other lines I have nothing definite to
VOLUME 3, NUMBER 1 PAGE 13

Copper Range Railroad #605,
nee GB&W 605 as it appeared
during its final weeks of service.
This is another of the photos I
obtained several years ago with
little regard as to where it came
from. I just wanted it to have a
good view of the roof of one of
these cabs. Ownership by the
CRRR is how she ended up in a
field in Upper Michigan.

John Hagen Collection
go on.
The above named cabs were rebuilt in 1937 – 1940.
The cupolas were removed and welded steel bay’s were
installed. These were the main stay road caboose fleet
until the 1963 when the first of five new steel bay window
cabs were purchased and several transfer cabs were built
using the AAR steel underframes from the wood cabs. We
have AFE’s showing “new AAR Z section uf's” applied to
cars 602, 603, 604, 605, 609, 611, “replacing light weight
underframe(s)”. Cabs 606, 010 and 012 never received
bay windows and were used as transfer cabs. I am not
even certain the 010 & 012 received much in the way of
rebuilding at all as they were never numbered into the 600
series. 604 did receive bays and the steel underframe but
the bays were later removed and the car went into transfer
service with the number X604. Most of the new transfer
cabs used the same number as the wooden hacks they
replaced, except the 605. Since the original 605 was sold,
the transfer cab of the same number had to be built on the
underframe of an unknown wood cab.
Mark’s site does list a #601 and states “Bay window
added, not certain if received a steel underframe. It seems
to have left the roster early, perhaps the result of a wreck”.
AFE 1799 dated 04/30/1949 states “retirement of caboose
01, burned 5-4-1949”. Interestingly it doesn’t show as 601
as it should have been renumbered during rebuilding.
607 is a bit of a peculiarity. It has two AFE’s. One,
#2002 showing it to be retired on 02/03/1954 with the note,
“retire cab 607, (not converted nor body disposed}” Then
AFE #2005 dated 2/13/1954 states “construct cab 607,
$14000, MTLS list“. I have a photo from August 1969
showing it with a wood body/steel bays just like the others
but with modern, gear box style hand brakes similar to the
ones on the later steel cabs and as applied to the in-house
built transfer cabs. Apparently, while it did receive bay
windows, it never had a AAR underframe installed up until
it’s retirement, when a complete new underframe was
built, apparently using the same wood body. There is also
a photo in the book Cabins, Crummies & Hacks, Vol.3 of
607 taken in 1966, again showing a long cab with wood
body/steel bays.
Speaking of “long” cars, there was definitely two
lengths of cabs. And maybe variations of those. In Mark’s
Page 14 GREEN BAY AND WESTERN LINES

comments on 607 he says the early 607 was of “standard
length” and the later car was a long car. This is assuming
that the shorter cars were the standard. So far I have not
been able to determine which cabs were which length.
There does not seem to be number at which there is a
definitive break between the long and the short of it. 603
was definitely a long cab but then the only photos I have
seen are of it after being refit as an officers (business) car.
Maybe it was lengthened at that time? Then, it would
seem that maybe the 608 and above were long cars. And
yet there is a photo of the 611 on Mark’s site that is a short
car. Anyone who can help me with that please do so.
There are two of these cars extant, A&W #33 (nee 620)
in the National Railroad Museum in Green Bay and the
605, rotting away in a field in the Upper Peninsula (if it is
indeed still there). The A&W cab is a bit of a horse of a
different color as it did not get bay windows until 1943 and
never received the AAR steel underframe. It still has a
semi-steel underframe with truss rods. One end beam is
an eight by eight wood beam while the other is made out
of steel shapes and totally different than the end beams on
any GB&W/KGB&W cab.
Fortunately, Bob and Jesse (and others) made a trip up
to the U.P. in 2008 to measure and photograph the 605.
There was talk of maybe being able to save the 605 but
the costs would prove to be far beyond the resources of
the GBWHS plus there would be the logistics of moving,
storing, rebuilding, etc, etc. However, I have prepared
drawing of the 605 which we hope will lead to the limited
production of a model in HO. Plus maybe stimulate some
modelers to construct models in other scales. I have a big
desire to do one in O scale. All I need is the time!
I will eventually do drawings for a long car also but it
will have to be a bit of a composite of known data as no
GB&W or KGB&W data on long cars exist. By a tedious
process called board counting on photographs, I already
know that the length between the end and the bay (the
long end that is) is different by three boards between the
607 and the 631. And I am not certain all the window
placement is the same on all cars and……..
There is meager history to go on thanks in large to the
addled minded vandal who, in 1977 thinking he found little
of value to steal burned a rich history.
–J. Hagen

We have very maybe six of the A&W reefer’s by Accurail in
stock at press time. You do NOT want to miss out this first
GBWHS special run car. Remember there were only five of
the prototypes making this one of the rarest of them all!
Two numbers, 3001 & 3004 (that’s forty percent of the
fleet), are available. The price is $24.95 for one car or $44.95
for both numbers, plus $5 shipping. There is a $2.00 per car
discount for members of the GBWHS.

The GBWHS, Inc.
Company Store
REFERENCE MATERIALS
DRAWINGS
The Green Bay Junction yard and depot drawing,
circa 1926.
Norwood Yard Property arrangement
Trackage at Eastman and Quincy St
Track arrangement at Luxemburg
Shipping

$5.00
$4.00
$4.00
$3.00
$4.00

Other items in development stages:
Coming soon! More drawings, plus a GBW right of way
standards book is being developed. This book features track and
sign standards found on the GBW right of way. Prices TBA
The Green Bay & Western Steam Era
Photo CD
Locomotive Photos from the Roy Campbell Collection
Edited by Thomas E. Burg
Available through your

GBWHS
$15.00 Member Price ($20 non-member) + 3.00 s/h
Published by
Merrill Publishing Associates, P.O. Box 51, Merrill, WI 54452

GBWHS STORE ORDER FORM
(copy this form to preserve your newsletter)
Mail your order to:
Green Bay and Western Historical Society
158 Hilltop Drive
Green Bay, WI, 54301
Ship to:
Name ______________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________
City_______________________State_____ Zip __________
Photo CD
_________
Drawings:
GB Jct
_________
Norwood
_________
Eastman & Quincy _________
Luxemburg
_________
Please reserve one A&W car for $24.95
_________
or both $44.95
_________
plus total shipping
_________
minus my membership discounts
_________
Total
_________

The Green Bay & Western Historical Society

FRV
The goal of the Green Bay & Western Historical Society, Inc. is to preserve the history of the Green Bay and
Western Railroad and its affiliates. We are preserving historical documents and stories, photographs and
artifacts. Our purpose is to make this information available to our members as well as the public through our
GBWHS newsletter, GREEN BAY and WESTERN LINES. We are a 501c, non-profit, Wisconsin Corporation.
We have a quarterly newsletter, our initial special run model is now on the market, are currently seeking a
restoration project and we are creating our historical archives.
Help is needed, in many forms, from writing articles for our newsletter, helping with the archives and
cataloging the preserved GBW items, to assisting in the restoration of preserved GBW equipment, and
developing accurate models of GBW equipment. We encourage you to join and become part of what we are
building. For further information use the addresses below or check the masthead on page 2.

Email:
Postal Mail:

information@gbwhs.org
GBWHS, 158 Hilltop Drive, Green Bay WI 54301

Here's your chance to get involved in preserving the
history of the Green Bay and Western Railroad!
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GB&W #301 waits in Wisconsin
Rapids for its next assignment
on June 22, 1968. Although
modified with grey trucks and
checkered board frame, it is still
in its original red/grey paint
scheme.

Photo courtesy of Mark
Mathu’s greenbayroute.com

GB&W #301 in 1973 wearing
its less colorful but quite fresh
looking all red scheme.
Location unknown but is likely
Norwood.

Photo from the collection of
John Hagen

Ann Arbor 301 (nee GB&W
301) showing clearly the
“MICHIGAN INTERSTATE
RAILROAD
COMPANY
OPERATOR” on the short
hood. Taken November 3,
1979, shortly after the units
were acquired and painted, at
Owosso.

Photo: Dennis Schmidt
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